Client story: CzechInvest & Langino

How to ensure that employs master
a foreign language in their field?
That is Langino’s challenge
Langino offers companies and schools interactive English-language instruction. The online
application was developed by language specialists and can be adapted to every client
according to their individual needs. Collaboration with CzechInvest helped to streamline
the company’s management, attract a new investor and obtain the initial major orders.

Langino is an application
for acquiring specialised
vocabulary in a foreign
language. It is used by,
for example, Škoda Auto
and Student Agency.
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“Under the guidance of mentors from CzechInvest’s CzechStarter programme, stabilisation
of the company on the Czech market proved to be a priority.
This meant working on the introduction of internal processes, expansion of the sales team
and improvement of communication.”

Filip Slunský, head of development and sponsor

Langino is an online system aimed at supporting
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foreign-language instruction. It was developed by
a language specialist in cooperation with experts in
the functioning of human memory. It can be used by
students, teachers and companies.
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